Monday, July 30, 2012

***WORK SESSION***

10:30 to 11:30  COUNTY MANAGER/Tom Sullivan
    • Administrative and Commissioners’ Reports/ Helena Silva/
      Administrative Updates

11:30 to 12:00  LEGAL/John Merrill
    • Updates

****BOARD OF EQUALIZATION****

1:30 to 2:00  R6255066/6255067  Vectra Bank Colorado - Commercial
2:00 to 3:00  R8164276/79/80/81/8165857/8164283/84/85/8165318/3205567/81
              65860/8165355 Various Prop. Storm Mtn Ranch - Dan Bell (Rep)
3:00 to 3:45  R8169704/05/8169468 Caragol, Steven 2583920/4255383/816783
              6 Outback Investments, LLC
3:45 to 4:15  R3204131/3205603 Dougherty, La & Karen - Commercial
4:15 to 4:30  R8171926 Reed, Randall & Sherry
4:30 to 4:45  YVRA/Dave Ruppel (Work Session)
    • Discussion regarding the VTI Security contract for the repair and
      replacement of the security system equipment at the YVRA Bravo
      Area entrance gate and the ONSSI Upgrade to allow the existing
      Terminal building security system to work with the new equipment
      installed by VTI Security in the Terminal building
    • Discussion regarding the contract with HLCC for construction of
      the secure area snack bar renovations at YVRA

****BOARD OF EQUALIZATION****

4:45 to 5:00  R4167125 Hughes, Fred & Karen

**Meeting Adjourned**